
ROUND 1 - Film & TV
Q1 At present, how many films have there been in the 'Pirates of the Caribbean' film series? 5

Q2 Which 1998 Adam Sandler film has the tag line 'high Quality H20'? Water Boy

Q3 The following is an anagram for which 1972 film; The Hated Frog? The Godfather

Q4 Prince Eric is the royalty in which 1989 Disney animation? The Little Mermaid

Q5 Name the drama series. premiering in 1997, that was primarily set in the Emerald City wing of the Oswald State Correctional Facility? Oz

Q6 In what month is the yearly celebration of 'Star Wars' day? May

Q7 Which 1999 action-adventure-horror film starred Brendan Fraser and Rachel Weisz? The Mummy

Q8 Who has starred in ‘Jurassic Park’, ‘Independence Day’ and the ‘Grand Budapest Hotel’? Jeff Goldblum

Q9 Mega City' and 'Zion' are two fictional locations in which science fiction trilogy? The Matrix

Q10 In which 1995 James Bond film did Judi Dench make her debut as M? GoldenEye

ROUND 2 - Science & Nature
Q11 Sometimes known as a ‘Lunge’ or ‘Cresting’, what is the more common term for when whales break the surface of the water? Breach

Q12 What is the natural habitat of an arboreal creature? Trees

Q13 What is the name for a group of frogs: A)Army, B)Band, C)Company? A)Army

Q14 Diabetes is associated with an inability to create or respond to what hormone, produced in the pancreas? Insulin

Q15 What celestial event happened on 9th March 2016, 20th March 2015, 13th November 2012 and the 21st August 2017? Eclipse

Q16 Which 'M' is the natural pigment which determines our skin and hair colour? Melanin

Q17 What word is used for a triangle in which all sides are different lengths? Scalene

Q18 What unit of length is equal to about 3.26 light-years? Parsec

Q19 Which animal has a doughnut shapped brain through which the oesophagus passes: A)ostrich, B)boa constrictor, C)squid? C)Squid

Q20 What colour are Amazon river dolphins? Pink

ROUND 3 - Geography
Q21 Doha is the capital city of which country? Qatar

Q22 Which country is bordered by both Algeria and Spain? Morocco

Q23 How many colours make up the flag of South Africa? 6=2pts, 4-8=1pt

Q24 The Bering Strait, part of the Pacific Ocean, is located between which 2 countries? Russia and America=1pt each

Q25 Which of these countries has the longest coastline: A)Italy, B)Spain, C)Norway? C)Norway

Q26 Which is the closest non-UK capital city to London? Brussels

Q27 What is the largest landlocked body of water on Earth by area? The Caspian Sea

Q28 The Grand Canyon is located in which US state? Arizona

Q29 Which river is longer; the Thames or the Seine? The Seine

Q30 In which European country would you find the Dalmatian Coast? Croatia

ROUND 4 - Grab Bag 
Q31 Which company sent a 2008 Roadster driven by a ‘Spaceman’ into orbit in 2018? Tesla/Space X

Q32 What type of smoked fish has to be used to make Cullen Skink? Haddock

Q33 ‘Beetlejuice’, the 1988 film, is named after a star in which constellation? Orion

Q34 What was the name of the former athletics coach of Mo Farah, given a 4 year ban in October 2019 for doping violations? Alberto Salazar

Q35 How many dots are on the domino on the Domino's Pizza logo? Three

Q36 In Jewish folklore, what is the name of the figure made from clay or stone that turns into a real person by magic? Golem

Q37 What name is given to the inexplicable loss of motor co-ordination that can affect players of certain sports, particularly golfers when putting? The yips

Q38 Tibetan for 'eastern people', what's the name of the ethnic group from the most mountainous region of Nepal, high in the Himalayas? Sherpa

Q39 Capillary, seismic, plunging and surging are all types of what: a)Clouds, b)Tectonic Plates, C)Waves? C)Waves

Q40 True or False: The rating of 'This is Spinal Tap' on the film website IMDb goes up to 11, instead of the normal 10? True
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